
Part II 

Your answers to the Personality Profiler were scored to provide you with an in-depth understanding of 

your personality type. The insights gained from the Personality Profiler have many applications as you 
continue your education and begin your career journey. Not only will the results point you to potential 
educational and career tracks, they will be a valuable resource to help you in the following areas: 

 Recognizing, appreciating, and celebrating your unique strengths and abilities. 
 Understanding and valuing the personality differences exhibited by people around you. 
 Recognizing your developmental needs and identifying new skills and abilities that will help you 

be more successful, productive, and happy. 
 Successfully managing your educational, vocational, and avocational pursuits. 

When you have read the profile and determined for yourself how well the description fits, you might then 
share your results with someone else who knows you well. A parent, friend, teacher, or guidance 
counselor might be able to give you some helpful insight into how other people see your personality. 
While these insights may help you clarify your self-knowledge, it is important to recognize that no one 
person knows you as well as you know yourself. 

For teenagers and young adults, the attributes that describe your type (referred to as "facets" of your 

type) can shift somewhat as you gain more self-knowledge and maturity. However, in spite of these shifts, 

your primary or global type will not change significantly. 

Here is what you need to do next:   

Login to mycollegequickstart, choose my personality, click detail results to get to My road 

1. Under ID ME – View my profile 

Look over the following areas with someone who knows you very well: 

- Your strengths… 

- You learn best when…. 

- When interacting socially… 

- You are motivated by…. 

Uncheck any box that BOTH of you agree does not describe you and click Add to Plan 

2. Under ID ME – Introduction 

Now, do #1 Complete our short quick start questionnaire  

- Complete the Quick start Careers not Majors 

- Click show me results 

- Check the box for 2 – 4 careers that are recommended by BOTH the quick start Career and your 

personality profiler.  Make those selections based on what you think is interesting to you as well.  

You can only choose a career that has both of the purple boxes next to it. 

- Click update my list 

 


